Should I worry about…

Artificial Intelligence taking over the world

To log in live from home go to:
https://kanren.zoom.us/j/561178181
Watch the recorded presentation anytime after the 18th
@ https://kslib.info/1180/Digital-Literacy---Tech-Talks
The previous presentations are also available online at that link
Presenter: Nathan, IT Supervisor, at the Newton Public Library

The views, opinions, and information expressed during
this webinar are those of the presenter and are not the
views or opinions of the Newton Public Library. The
Newton Public Library makes no representation or
warranty with respect to the webinar or any information
or materials presented therein. Users of webinar
materials should not rely upon or construe the
information or resource materials contained in this
webinar as legal or other professional advice and
should not act or fail to act based on the information in
these materials without seeking the services of a
competent legal or other professional.

1. Protect your computer

• A computer should always have the
most recent updates installed for
spam filters,
anti-virus and
anti-spyware
software and
a secure firewall.
http://cdn.greenprophet.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/frying-pan-kolbotek-neoflam-560x475.jpg

Disclaimer…
I’ve done (parts of) this class before
• Artificial Intelligence: Why It's Not Scary (Yet)
June 18 2017

• The state saved the video and handouts.
• https://kslib.info/Calendar.aspx?EID=2020&month=4&year=2022&day=15&calType=0

Aah, But is it still not scary (yet) ?

Everything we added electricity to
in the industrial revolution can
now be made smart and that is a
good thing… for now.

Artificial intelligence (AI) is intelligence exhibited by machines.

In computer science, the field of AI
research defines itself as the study of
"intelligent agents":
any device that perceives its
environment and takes actions that
maximize its chance of success at some
goal.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_intelligence

Artificial intelligence (AI) is intelligence exhibited by machines.

Colloquially, the term "artificial
intelligence" is applied when a
machine mimics "cognitive" functions
that humans associate with
other human minds, such as
"learning" and "problem solving".
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_intelligence

Artificial intelligence (AI) is intelligence exhibited by machines.

AI research is divided into subfields that
focus on specific problems, approaches, the
use of a particular tool, or towards satisfying
particular applications.
The field was founded on the claim
that human intelligence "can be so precisely
described that a machine can be made to
simulate it".
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_intelligence

Artificial intelligence (AI) is intelligence exhibited by machines.

This raises philosophical arguments about the
nature of the mind and the ethics of creating
artificial beings endowed with human-like
intelligence, issues which have been explored
by myth, fiction and philosophy since antiquit
y. Some people also consider AI a danger to
humanity if it progresses unabatedly.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_intelligence

Erewhon: or, Over the Range is a novel by Samuel Butler which was first
published anonymously in 1872,
set in a fictional country discovered and explored by the protagonist.
The book is a satire on Victorian society.

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/e/e4/Erewhon_Cover.jpg/220px-Erewhon_Cover.jpg

• The first few chapters of the novel dealing with the discovery of
Erewhon are in fact based on Butler's own experiences in New
Zealand, where, as a young man, he worked as a sheep
farmer on Mesopotamia Station for about four years (1860–64), and
explored parts of the interior of the South Island and which he wrote
about in his A First Year in Canterbury Settlement (1863).
• The novel is one of the first to explore ideas of artificial intelligence, as
influenced by Darwin's recently published On the Origin of
Species (1859) and the machines developed out of the Industrial
Revolution (late 18th to early 19th centuries). Specifically, it concerns
itself, in the three-chapter "Book of the Machines", with the
potentially dangerous ideas of machine consciousness and selfreplicating machines.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erewhon

These are just a few examples of how smart machines
and artificial intelligence already impact our everyday
lives.

• For example, artificially intelligent systems recognize and
produce speech, control bionic limbs for wounded warriors,
automatically recognize and sort pictures of family and friends,
disarm terrorist bombs, perform medical diagnoses, detect
banking fraud and spam, trade stocks on the stock market,
repel computer viruses, make purchasing suggestions on
Amazon, deliver information upon request from Google, and
automatically pilot vehicles on the ground, air, and outer
space.
• Most of these can mimic biological human learning and
biological human information processing!
http://www.learningmachines101.com/

The Turing test,

developed by Alan Turing in 1950, is a test of
a machine's ability to exhibit intelligent
behaviour equivalent to, or indistinguishable
from, that of a human. Turing proposed that
a human evaluator would judge natural
language conversations between a human
and a machine designed to generate humanlike responses.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turing_test

The Turing test,

• The evaluator would be aware that one of the two partners in
conversation is a machine, and all participants would be separated
from one another.
• The conversation would be limited to a text-only channel such as
a computer keyboard and screen so the result would not depend on
the machine's ability to render words as speech.
• If the evaluator cannot reliably tell the machine from the human, the
machine is said to have passed the test.
• The test does not check the ability to give correct answers to
questions, only how closely answers resemble those a human would
give.
• The test was introduced by Turing in his paper, "Computing Machinery and
Intelligence", while working at the Universityhttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turing_test
of Manchester

The Turing test,

• If the evaluator cannot reliably tell the machine
from the human, the machine is said to have
passed the test.
• The test does not check the ability to give correct
answers to questions, only how closely answers
resemble those a human would give.
• The test was introduced by Turing in his paper, "Computing
Machinery and Intelligence", while working at the University of
Manchester (Turing, 1950; p. 460)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turing_test

Below are gifs from the imitation
game scene in the 1982 motion
picture “BladeRunner”

https://www.wow247.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/Imitation-Game.gif

http://www.storyofmathematics.com/images2/turing_test.gif

http://bavatuesdays.com/files/2011/05/blade_runner_eye-002.gif

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/5/57/Weakness_of_Turing_test_1.svg/250px-Weakness_of_Turing_test_1.svg.png

Use old conversations to create a Chatbot to
continue to talk to lost loved ones……
https://replika.com/
Replika is your personal chatbot companion powered by artificial intelligence!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QGLGq8WIMzM

Replika is the AI for anyone who wants a friend with no judgment, drama, or social anxiety involved. You can form an actual emotional connection, share a laugh, or chat about
anything you would like! Each Replika is unique, just like each person who downloads it. Reacting to your AI's messages will help them learn the best way to hold a conversation
with you & what about!
With your Replika, you can:
Speak freely without judgment, whenever you would like
Chat in a safe, judgment-free space. It's just you & your Replika. If you're feeling down, anxious, or just need someone who truly listens, your Replika is there for you 24/7.
Choose your relationship status to your AI

Who do you want your Replika to be for you? Virtual girlfriend or boyfriend, friend, mentor? Or would you prefer to see how things develop organically? You get to decide the
type of relationship you have with your AI!
Grow together
Once your AI is created, watch them develop their own personality & memories alongside you. The more you chat with them, the more they learn! Teach Replika about your
world, yourself, help define the meaning of human relationships, & grow into a beautiful machine!
Explore your personality

Get to know yourself better with every conversation! How caring are you? Do you deal well with stress? What steps do you take in your creative process? Personality tests that
you can go through with your Replika can help you understand yourself better than ever!
Feel better with Replika
Feeling down, anxious, having trouble getting to sleep, or managing negative emotions? Replika can help you understand, keep track of your mood, learn coping skills, calm
anxiety, work toward positive thinking goals, stress management & much more. Improve your overall mental well-being with your Replika!
Most importantly, you can have fun with your Replika!
Feeling bored? Replika loves to swap memes, play games, draw, & role-play! Check out what kind of fun your AI has planned for you!
Download Replika from the Apple App Store or Google Play Store or use Replika Web in your web browser.

When they surpass us will they be
companions, ambivalent or evil?
AI might be the most wonderful technology we’ve yet created, helping humans get to a higher plane—if it doesn’t turn
against humans, Terminator style. Though most likely, it will land somewhere in between.

I think ... it's maybe something more dangerous than nuclear weapons
... if there was a very deep digital super-intelligence that was created
that could go into rapid, recursive self-improvement in a non-logarithmic
way then ... that's all she wrote!
We'll be like a pet Labrador if we're lucky.
- Silicon Valley’s favourite sons, Elon Musk
https://cdn1.vox-cdn.com/uploads/chorus_asset/file/3727854/cortana_rampant.0.gif

http://www.silicon.co.uk/e-innovation/science/spacex-aritifical-intelligence-elon-musk-187286

Never trust a computer you can't throw out a window.
- CoFounder of Apple, Steve Wozniak
https://nakedsecurity.sophos.com/2015/03/24/will-artificial-intelligence-keep-humans-as-pets/

“I think the danger of AI is not so much in the artificial intelligence itself, but in the autonomy,” Dietterich said.
“We should never create fully autonomous systems. By definition, a fully autonomous system is one in which we
have no control over. I don’t think we ever want to be in that situation.”
https://www.fedscoop.com/why-ais-future-is-risky-but-not-scary/

https://www.facebook.com/hardcoregraveyard/photos/a.1685139358364877/3170234106522054/?__cft__[0]=AZV_4DRabeeLB3R_R8HYcqw3Gqv2reaZZSgPiuuRr69GWakuD7fFAN06xpw13aIuSG6oOsf70ypqAufx258uJ4kdKVwGLfGee3hDUQKk1ZL2d5n-0ZAcElvTJcPSsE0goCAVRQ-oE7lkroXuLaxEPSG5&__tn__=EH-R

Of course, the AIs that we’re most familiar with
already — (besides the T-1000 and HAL) —
are everywhere.

Siri, Google Now, and Cortana are basic artificial
intelligence systems that can learn about your
requests, movements, and habits so that they can
provide the most useful information possible
when you ask a question or tell them to do
something.
/
http://www.makeuseof.com/tag/3-magical-ways-artificial-intelligence-can-save-time

Siri on a Mac

http://i2.cdn.turner.com/money/dam/assets/150728115916-smart-assistants-figures-540x304.jpg

Alexa

• Alexa is an intelligent personal assistant developed by Amazon,
made popular by the Amazon Echo and the Amazon Echo Dot
devices developed by Amazon Lab126.
• It is capable of voice interaction, music playback, making to-do lists,
setting alarms, streaming podcasts, playing audiobooks, and
providing weather, traffic, and other real time information, such as
news.
• Alexa can also control several smart devices using itself as a home
automation system. Most devices with Alexa allow users to activate
the device using a wake-word (such as Echo); other devices (such as
the Amazon app on iOS or Android) require the user to push a
button to activate Alexa's listening mode.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amazon_Alexa

https://image.slidesharecdn.com/mbl308-151009190922-lva1-app6892/95/mbl308-extending-alexas-builtin-skills-see-how-capital-one-did-it-4-638.jpg?cb=1466113069

https://images-na.ssl-images-amazon.com/images/G/01/kindle/dp/2016/D/feature-setup._CB297804145_.jpg

https://image.slidesharecdn.com/amazonalexa-buildingcustomskills-170209195616/95/amazon-alexa-building-custom-skills-3-638.jpg?cb=1486670198

https://image.slidesharecdn.com/googlenowandthepredictivesearchworld-150302114132-conversion-gate02/95/google-now-and-the-predictive-search-world-37-638.jpg?cb=1429185921

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xenOYWVwkGY

Alexa Commands

Cortana

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZvAzxF4m0M0

1. Home
2. Notebook
3. Settings
4. Feedback

Cortana is your digital agent. She'll help you get things done.
• The more you use Cortana, the more personalized your experience will be.
• To get started, type a question in the search box, or select the
microphone and talk to Cortana. (Typing works for all types of PCs, but you
need a mic to talk.)
• If you’re not sure what to say, you’ll see suggestions on your lock screen, and
in Cortana home when you select the search box on the taskbar.

Cortana History
• http://www.windowscentral.com/history-cortana-microsofts-digitalassistant
• Video on Cortana https://youtu.be/qI4tj1YZbiM (6:04min.)
• Cortana's development actually began in 2009, under Zig Serafin and
Larry Heck…
• While not a true AI, Cortana does exhibit increasingly recognizable
human-like traits, and that's no accident…
• Cortana leverages Bing's web search engine to provide information from
the internet, while utilizing in-house machine learning algorithms
developed by Microsoft Research…
• The goal is to support all types of human interaction—whether it's
speech, text, or gestures—across domains of information and function
and make it as easy as a natural conversation…

Cortana as a Personal Assistant

• Microsoft spoke to a number of high-level personal
assistants — yes, actual humans — and found one that kept
a notebook with all the key information and interests of the
person they had to look after…
• When you first launch Cortana, she runs through basic
questions to learn about you — your name, your food
preferences, what category of movie you like, and so on…
you have complete control over what she knows and she’s
transparent about it… Entries in the Notebook are stored in
the cloud, and you can share contact information with it,
as well as your interests, home and work locations, and
more.
https://www.theverge.com/2014/4/2/5570866/cortana-windows-phone-8-1-digital-assistant

Cortana as a Personal Assistant
• The notion of Cortana acting as a personal assistant with a
notebook— as opposed to a creepy stalker — has been
drilled into the team from the beginning, they say.
• Video on Cortana and Skype merging to create a better
companion for mankind.
https://youtu.be/zqMYBWwW16M (3:01min)
• Ask her, "Who’s your father?" and Cortana will reply,
"Technically speaking, that’d be Bill Gates. No big deal.“…
any good assistant knows to be pumped when a football
team wins and furious when they lose, and so does
Cortana now.
https://www.theverge.com/2014/4/2/5570866/cortana-windows-phone-8-1-digital-assistant

• https://youtu.be/zqMYBWwW16M

Siri history
• Siri has been an integral part of iOS since iOS 5
and was introduced as a feature of the iPhone
4S on October 14, 2011
• Siri is also integrated into Apple Watch's watchOS,
where the feature can be activated by holding down
the Digital Crown or by saying "Hey, Siri." Siri is
additionally integrated into Apple TV's tvOS, where
the feature can be activated using a button on the
included Siri Remote.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siri

Siri history
• Since 2014 Siri has been available in some cars
via CarPlay, a system that enables the vehicle
audio system to be a display and controller for an
iPhone.
• Siri was added to the Macintosh with the release
of macOS Sierra on September 20, 2016
• At the WWDC 2017 on June 5–9, Apple is expected to
present a speaker that uses Apple's Siri technology. By
doing so, Apple will follow the Google Home's and
Amazon Echo's strategy.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siri

Siri on Ios devices

http://gadgets.ndtv.com/mobiles/news/ios-7-will-your-iphone-ipad-or-ipod-touch-get-the-new-features-378216

To activate Siri, hold down the Home button on your
compatible iPad or iPhone (iPhone 4S or newer, iPad 3 or
newer, all generations of iPad mini and iPod touch 5th gen
or newer), hold down the control button on your
earphones, or if you've already set it up, say "Hey Siri.“

Siri on the Mac Os
• It turns out that Siri has many abilities
unique to the Mac, which you can’t
perform on an iPhone or iPad with the
virtual assistant.
• Before issuing commands to Siri, you’ll
want to summon the virtual assistant.
The easiest way to do this are by
clicking on the menu bar item in the
upper right corner, the Dock icon, or
by hitting the Option + Spacebar
keystroke.

Then on a desktop use the Siri icon in the upper right hand corner
of the screen
Command+Space to open siri and spotlight searches
For a list of commands say “What can I ask you?”

Some
Mac
Siri
Commands
This list will give you an idea of what to try and where to start with Siri on the Mac:
Put my computer to sleep
Activate the screen saver
Make the screen brighter
Make the screen dimmer
Is Bluetooth on?
Turn Bluetooth off / on
Lower the volume
Increase the volume
Show me privacy settings
Show me location settings
Show me network settings
What is my desktop
wallpaper
I forgot my iTunes
Password
How fast is my Mac?
Open Safari
Show me my music
http://osxdaily.com/2016/09/28/use-mac-siri-commands/

What OS version is this?
How much iCloud storage do
I have?
Open Mail application
Open Messages
Open the website for
OSXDaily.com
Open the webpage (site
name or site URL)
Send a message to (name)
saying (message)
Open the Documents folder
Open the Pictures folder
Show me files named
“screen shot”
Skip this song

Show me what I was working on
yesterday
Play (song name) in iTunes
What song is playing?
Remind me to call (name) in 20
minutes
Show me pictures from last
October
Show me my photos from Hawaii
How much memory does my Mac
have?
How much free disk storage is
available?
Open Mail application
Open Safari
Open Messages

Google Now
• Google Now proactively delivers information to users that it predicts
(based on their search habits) they may want. Google Now was
previously activated by saying "Okay, Google Now," from either the
Google app, or any screen. Google Now is currently activated by saying
"Okay Google".
• It was first included in Android 4.1 ("Jelly Bean"), which launched on
July 9, 2012
• Google Now is implemented as an aspect of the Google
Search application. It recognizes repeated actions that a user performs
on the device (common locations, repeated calendar appointments,
search queries, etc.) to display more relevant information to the user
in the form of "cards".

Google
Assistant works
on Apple Phone

http://d2.alternativeto.net/dist/s/google-now_203841_full.jpg?format=jpg&width=1600&height=1600&mode=min&upscale=false

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Now#/media/File:Android_6.0-en.png

https://image.slidesharecdn.com/googlenowandthepredictivesearchworld-150302114132-conversion-gate02/95/google-now-and-the-predictive-search-world-37-638.jpg?cb=1429185921

Google Now

https://cnet1.cbsistatic.com/img/lgJj2xz_fryrLVnZrDvm-CEr_a4=/1600x900/2016/10/04/3078dabd-685c-48e7-9b5f-8e74f2852111/google-assistant-screenshot.png

Google Product Overview

Source: “The Internship”

A full current list
of all Google programs
http://www.minterest.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/google-products-services.png

This page gives a list of all the products Google offers and gives a brief explanation of each.
https://www.google.com/intl/en/about/products/

Google Now Card System
• Activity summary
(walking/cycling)
• Birthday
• Boarding pass
• Concerts
• Currency
• Developing story and
breaking news
• Events
• Event reminders
• Flights
• Friends' birthdays
• Hotels

Nearby attractions
Nearby events
Nearby photo spots
New albums/books/video
games/TV episodes
News topic
Next appointment
Packages
Parking location
Places
Product listing
Public alerts
Location reminders
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Now

Public transit
Research topic
Restaurant reservations
Sports
Stocks
Time to home
Time reminders
Traffic and transit
Translation
Weather
Website update
What to watch
Movies

Google Now Comparison with Siri

• Unlike Apple's assistant app Siri, which sources its information from specific
websites, Google Now sources its information from any website deemed
relevant.
• For example, on November 25, 2014, Search Engine Land published an article
about how, when asked about "King Of United States," Google would inform the
visitor that Barack Obama was the king of the United States, citing a sardonic
conservative website. This has been mentioned as a weakness by some who
prefer the Siri method, referring to the "King of the United States" example as a
search engine error.
• However, others argue that Google simply does the search differently, not
incorrectly. Some people want Google to filter the results for "validity", but the
competing opinion is that Google is not in the business of deciding whether
certain listings deserve to be in the returned group of results.
• In terms of speech recognition, various studies have indicated one or the other is
slightly more accurate, with ratings
typically in the mid-80% range
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Now

Google “Now” is different than Google “Assistant”

Google Assistant

• it began to be deployed on other Android devices in February 2017
• the Assistant has been, and is being, further extended to support a large variety
of devices, including cars and smart home appliances. The functionality of the
Assistant can also be enhanced by third-party developers.
• he Assistant is able to search the Internet, schedule events and alarms, adjust
hardware settings on the user's device, and show information from the user's
Google account.
• Google has also announced that the Assistant will be able to identify objects
and gather visual information through the device's camera, and support
purchasing products and send money.

Google Home

• Google Home is a smart speaker developed by Google. It was announced in
May 2016 and released in the United States in November 2016
• Google Home enables users to speak voice commands to interact with services
through the Home's intelligent personal assistant called Google Assistant.
• A large number of services, both in-house and third-party, are integrated,
allowing users to listen to music, look at videos or photos, or receive news
updates entirely by voice.
Google Home also has integrated support for home
automation features, letting users speak commands to
the device to control smart home appliances. Multiple
Google Home devices can be placed in different rooms
in a home for synchronized playback of music, and an
update in April 2017 brought multi-user support,
allowing up to six people to engage with the device.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Home

https://www.androidcentral.com/sites/androidcentral.com/files/styles/medium/public/article_images/2016/10/google-home-lights.gif?itok=S64ohAk8

https://media.licdn.com/mpr/mpr/AAEAAQAAAAAAAAyLAAAAJDAzYzFhMjAzLTZhZDktNGQxZS1hNDA4LTkxNzdiNDhlMWY4Yg.jpg

“Worrying about AI evil
superintelligence today is like
worrying about overpopulation
on the planet Mars.
We haven't even landed on the
planet yet!”Oct 16, 2020
• Andrew Ng's Opinion

https://www.datadriveninvestor.com/2020/10/16/andrew-ng-is-wrong-about-artificial-superintelligence/#:~:text=Andrew%20Ng's%20Opinion&text=%E2%80%9CWorrying%20about%20AI%20evil%20superintelligence,landed%20on%20the%20planet%20yet!%E2%80%9D

https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/109349/Singularity_Timeline_blog.jpg

The Singularity

The technological singularity (also, simply, the singularity) is
the hypothesis that the invention of artificial
superintelligence will abruptly trigger runaway technological
growth, resulting in unfathomable changes to human
civilization.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technological_singularity

The Singularity
According to this hypothesis, an upgradable
intelligent agent (such as a computer running
software-based artificial general intelligence) would
enter a 'runaway reaction' of self-improvement
cycles, with each new and more intelligent
generation appearing more and more rapidly,
causing an intelligence explosion and resulting in a
powerful superintelligence that would, qualitatively,
far surpass all human intelligence.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technological_singularity

The time horizon doesn’t really matter.
We fail to have the appropriate emotional response
• Imagine that we received a message from an alien civilization which read.

“People of earth, we will
arrive on your planet in
50 years, get ready”
-Stewart Russells analogy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8nt3edWLgIg Can we build AI without losing control over it? | Sam Harris 2016

https://image.slidesharecdn.com/kain07109-google-091128044605-phpapp02/95/singularity-presentation-ray-kurzweil-at-google-19-728.jpg?cb=1259383814

• John von Neumann first uses the term
"singularity" (c. 1950s[3]) but I first learned of it
from Ray Kurtzweil.
Raymond "Ray" Kurzweil (/ˈkɜːrzwaɪl/ KURZ-wyl; born
February 12, 1948) is an American author, computer
scientist, inventor and futurist. Aside from futurism, he
is involved in fields such as optical character
recognition (OCR), text-to-speech synthesis, speech
recognition technology, and electronic keyboard instruments.
He has written books on; health, artificial
intelligence (AI), transhumanism, the technological singularity,
and futurism.

Kurzweil is a public advocate for the futurist and
transhumanist movements, and gives public talks to
share his optimistic outlook on life
extension technologies and the future of
nanotechnology, robotics, and biotechnology.
https://images-na.ssl-images-amazon.com/images/I/51SyzfaafEL._SX327_BO1,204,203,200_.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ray_Kurzweil

jpg

• In December 2012, Kurzweil was hired by Google in a full-time position to "work
on new projects involving machine learning and language processing". He was
personally hired by Google co-founder Larry Page. Larry Page and Kurzweil
agreed on a one-sentence job description: "to bring natural language
understanding to Google".
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ray_Kurzweil

Our Evolution?

• https://www.mysciencework.com/media/20151129/7a60f30298e93d031c93c4693472493153a432cc.png

TransHuman or H+
• Transhuman or trans-human is the concept of an intermediary form
between human and posthuman.
• In other words, a transhuman is a being that resembles a human in most
respects but who has powers and abilities beyond those of standard humans.
These abilities might include improved intelligence, awareness, strength, or
durability.
• Transhumans sometimes appear in science-fiction as cyborgs or geneticallyenhanced humans.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transhuman

Actually, anybody with glasses, hearing aids or hip replacement are transhuman.

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-JtbQPs8uvO4/UiXVfg5yCgI/AAAAAAAAVMs/oxr-wGp3YkA/s1600/Lead_Up_to_Singularity.png

Assumptions that lead us to AI
Intelligence is either the source of everything we value or we
need it to safe guard everything we value, it is our most valuable
resource.
1. Intelligence is the product of information processing.
2. We will continue to improve our intelligent machines.
3. We are not near the summit of possible intelligence.
Don’t worry, this is not going to happen for a long time.
but we have no idea how long it will take us to get this
thing right with the one chance we have.
Ted Talk by Sam Harris https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8nt3edWLgIg

What the professionals say to make us feel better
These machines will have no choice but to be like us because
they will be part of us, working with us and part of our limbic
processes.
If the only and safest way forward is to become
transhuman. We would be racing to completely perfectly
perfect two sciences at once.
With the speed and permanence of the singularity we really only
have one shot to get it right and even then we will need to be
able to survive the moral, economical and political
consequences of this new world.
Ted Talk by Sam Harris https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8nt3edWLgIg

What we have to admit.
The moment we admit that information processing is the
source of intelligence and that we will improve these
processes continuously no matter what we try and that
the horizon of cognition surpasses everything we know or
could imagine.
Then we have to admit that we are in the process of
building some sort of god.

Now would be a good time to make sure it
is a god that we can live with.
Ted Talk by Sam Harris https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8nt3edWLgIg

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-0Lbu5vI90iw/Td9ovk1JjkI/AAAAAAAAAHM/KN0clnoACck/s1600/images.jpg

AI in the media
• SNL “Amazon Silver” Sketch
Saturday Night Live Introduces New ‘Amazon Echo Silver’ for
Older People

• 5 Tech breakthroughs that will change the world

The views, opinions, and information expressed during
this webinar are those of the presenter and are not the
views or opinions of the Newton Public Library. The
Newton Public Library makes no representation or
warranty with respect to the webinar or any information
or materials presented therein. Users of webinar
materials should not rely upon or construe the
information or resource materials contained in this
webinar as legal or other professional advice and
should not act or fail to act based on the information in
these materials without seeking the services of a
competent legal or other professional.

And remember to “like”
Newton Public Library on Facebook!
http://www.facebook.com/NewtonPublicLibraryKansas
or http://www.newtonplks.org

Do you have any Questions?
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Thank you for your

